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Tabs with Jasers 
in future for UCF 
by Katie Jones 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
and electro-optics," Stickley 
said. 
The CREOL Building will 
A walk through the fourth occupy about 80,000 square 
floor of the Research Pavilion feet, compared to the 47,000 
in Research Park is like talk- square feet occupied in Re-
ing a trip into the future. search Park. Stickley said the 
Stark white corridors lead added space will help CREOL 
into laboratories where stu- grow "in terms of faculty and 
dentsandfacultyperformcom- students by about 60 to 70 
plicated experiments involv- percent." By 1996, Stickleyes-
ing electro-optics and lasers. timates the building will be 
Photographs of students per- full. 
forming high-tech expert- Stickley explained the cen-
- ments with laser-induced light ter structure will be laborato-
hangon the walls outside ofC. ries on two floors surrounded 
Martin Stickley's office. by offices. 
Stickley, the assistant di- Because of the delicacy of 
rector in the theexperimentsin 
Center for Re- CREOL, Stickley 
search of "We are going said the building 
Electro-Optics had to be designed 
and Lasers said to do research carefully with spe-
World has different vie\VJ)Oint of 
Anlerlca's gays.in-military battle 
that renting the and educate ... " cial attention to by Bill Cushing comments concerning the fra-
fourth floor of an temperature and cas ~tween Clinton, the mili- Dr. Robert Bledsoe of UCFs political science department found 
it interesting that foreign citizens 
give the issue '\hat sort of twist" 
office building in humidity controls. EDITOR IN CHIEF tary and Congress is seen more 
Research Park • C. Martin Stickley "It's an electro-op- While much of America dis- in the political arena than in the 
doesn't make the CREOL tics lab facility, so cussesPresidentBillClinton'slat- area of rights. 
members of we are concerned est proposals to deal with the The Liberation, ahberalpubli-
CREOL feel part about there not be- country'sdomesticeconomicprob- .. cation in Paris, said the issue has 
"It's difficuit (for them) to see it 
in any other light than (the politi-
cal)," he said 'They've resolved 
these problems already." of the university. inganyvibrationsin thebU;ild- lems,itishisfirstexecutiveacti.on "progressively degenerated into a 
By the fall of 1994, how- ing," he said. . -allowinggaysintothemilitary testoftheleadershipofClint.on,of 
ever, with the completion of Stickley said the building -that is currently on the tongues his respect for campaign prom-
the CREOL Building next to "is not going to be an immedi- of the world. . ises,ofbispresidentialability,and 
CEBA-1,Stickleyandthestu- ate bonanza for the under- However,itisnottheissueof of his ability to reach necessary 
dents, staff and faculty of graduate student." He ex- the rights of gays that is being compromises with Congress." 
CREOL will officially become plained the building will be discussed, but the politics be- Jeffrey Simpson of Toronto's 
ThirteenNATO allies currently 
allow homosexuals in their ser-
vices. Most recently, a case adjudi-
cated in Toronto officially opened 
the military to gays. 
·part of UCF. used for senior level courses hind this initial presidentialact Globe and Mail called Clinton's 
"It's meant to be a building and graduate studies. thatisofinteresttoforeignlead- promise and immediate action "a 
Thatparticularcasewassettled 
in a lower court without much 
fanfare and virtuallynoargument 
from the military. in which we are going to do The construction contract for ers and newspapers. From as big error of political judgment, as 
research and educate and train the building is $7.4 million, but far away as Dublin and Munich the subsequent storm (has) 4em-
students in the areas oflasers to 1 T to dito · 1 onstrated." RIGHTS continued page 8 CREOL continued page 4 as c ose as oron , e na 
Cartoons empower women, but some say they male bash 
"r• .. --• r., tlalt, ••••• P2" ,,., tab llis Job 
...., from bim." 
by Mickle Matriscianl 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Maude Wahlman of the Art Depart-
ment has been asked to remove cartoons 
from her office door that encourage 
women empowerment. 
At the request of two faculty mem-
bers, Art Department Chairman Francis 
Martin wrote a letter explaining to 
W ahlmail that some male students and 
faculty find the "gender-oriented" car-
toons offensive. 
"I am not interested in male-bash-
ing," Wahlman said in response to 
Martin's letter. "I have spent a lifetime 
supporting and promoting men. I am 
concerned with encouraging all my stu-
dents to aspire to leadership roles, which 
I do by lectures, by example and by 
humor." 
CLASSIFIEDS page B 
The humoris what attracts Wahlman 
to the cartoons. 
"People give the cartoons to me be-
cause they know I'm interested in hu-
morous tirings." 
Wahlman's office is covered with 
more serious messages. Wahlman, a 
Yale graduate, has recently delegated 
Hillary Clinton and Anita Hill to be the 
next presidents of Yale. 
"I have these nominations posted to 
encourage my women students to be 
leaders," Wahlman said. "I teach my 
students to go after what they want." 
Martin said there was never a prob-
lem between the faculty and Wahlman. 
"I work for the faculty, who felt the 
cartoons might stir up a problem," Mar-
tin said. 
CARTOONS continued page 5 
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'We, tfie undersigned Co{{ege of Ylrts anc£ Sciences f acu{ty, wish to ezyress our outrage 
at tfie recent open fetter from tlie Counci{ of tfie' 'Unitec£ ![acu{ty of ![foric£a. 'Iliis 
fetter is a vicious, unfounded attacf(on severa{ of our co{{eagues and on tfie c£ean of 
our co{{ege. 'Ifie Counci{ members do not rej{ect tfie co{{ective views of the f acu{ty. 
In contrast, we strong{y support liigh standards of scfw{arsfiip and genuine diversity, 
and are p{eased to serve under tfie {eadersfiip of a dean wfw champions these 
princip{es. 
Beth Barnes Judith Hemschemeyer Louis Roney 
Mostafa Bassiouni Lorrie Hoffman Hari pada Saha 
Kathleen Bell Kien Hua John Schell 
Cindy L. H. Benson Charles E. Hughes Gerald Schiffhorst · 
Robert L. Bledsoe Mark E. Johnson James R. Schott 
Subir K. Bose Joan Johnson-Freese Susan C. Schott 
Clint Bower Donald Jones Donald Seay 
Robert C. Brigham David E. Jones Kathryn Seidel 
William R. Brown Katherine Keller Mubarak Shah 
David Brunner Dwight C. Kiel William Silfvast 
C. Denise Caldwell Jin Kim Ned Silver 
James Cali · James L. Koevenig Margaret ~koglund 
Arlen D. Carey Keith Koons Harry Smith 
Anthony Celso David T. Kuhn Ernest J. Smith 
Bruce Chai Sheau D. Lang Franklin F. Snelson, Jr. 
N. Chandrasekharan Shi:r-ley A. Leckie · M. J. Soileau 
Lee Chow John Leeson Paul N. Somerville 
Larry K. Cottrell J oy~e R. Lilie · Donald Stap 
Phillip Crant Anna Lillios Georg-e Stegeman · 
Richard C. Crepeau Jan Lindholm Mark Stern 
Gary R. Daniels Ralph A. Llewellyn I. Jack Stout 
N arsingh Deo Niels da V. Lobo Eric W. Van Stryland 
James R. Driscoll John Lynxwiler Stella Sung 
Ronald Dutton Brooks Madsen Haven C. Sweet 
Llewellyn M. Ehrhart Francis Martin, Jr. Walter K. Taylor 
Luis Elias · Michael P. McCann Margaret Thomas 
Seth Elsheimer John M. McGuire Louis Tref onas 
Lee E. Eubank Charles Micarelli Diana Velez 
John Lewis Evans Alan Miller Udaya Vemulapati 
Johann Kristin Eyf ells Harvey A. Miller David H. Vickers 
Elmar B. Fetscher Ben Morgan M. Elliot Vittes 
Randy D. Fisher J. Michael Moshell Maude S. Wahlman 
Terry J. Fr~derick Amar Mukherjee Ron Wallace ~ 
Jerry Gardner David M. Nickerson Alvin Y. Wang 
Walter Gaudnek Ali Orooji Morgan C. Wang 
David A. Gay Nadia Patrone James W. Welke 
Fernando Gomez Bruce F. Pauley Bruce A.Whisler 
Richard Greenwood Julie Pepe John C. Whitney 
Ratan Kumar Guha Philip H.- Pollack III Henry 0. Whittier 
John Gupton Maria Redmon David A. Workman 
David Hagan M. C. Richardson Elizabeth Wrancher 
Roger Handberg Paul Riley Wyat~ Wyatt 
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Students volnnteer nationally for spring break 
College Press Service 
·Thousands of college students 
are trading in bathing suits and 
suntan lotion for sweat labor in 
community volunteer positions 
both in the United States and 
abroad during this year's spring 
break. 
Officials at several volunteer 
organizations said they are 
heartened with the response 
from college students this year 
who want to donate their time 
and energy in community ser-
vice operations that range from 
building homes in hurricane-dev-
astated Miami and New Iberia, 
La. to working with the poor in 
the Appalachian Mountains in 
Virginia and Kentucky. 
While the beaches and ski 
slopes will still be popular vaca-
tion spots, more and more stu-
dents are bypassing those trips 
and donning work clothes dur-
ing the midterm hiatus. 
"The main thing is that stu-
dents have been given this choice 
of volunteerism," said Mike 
Magevney with Break Away, a 
student volunteer referral ser-
Volunteer guide 
•BreakAway 
V anderbuilt University 
6026 Station B 
Nashville, TN 37235 
615/343-0385 
•Habitat for Humanity Intl. 
Collegiate Challenge '93 
121 Habitat St. 
Americus, GA 31709-341)8 
912/924-6935 
•Global Volunteers 
375 E. Little Canada Road 
St. Paul, MN 55117 
800/422-4828 
•Volunteer Services 
University of Miami 
P.O.Box 249116 
Coral Gables, Fl 33124 
305/284-4483 
vice at Vanderbilt University in Nash-
ville, Tenn. "We're giving students a 
choice and see that it is a great learning 
experience, as well as giving something 
back to the community. I don't think 
it's a fad. I think volunteerism will 
continue to grow. I bet a lot of people 
would be willing to take one spring 
break out of four years and volunteer." 
Officials said spring break lasts from 
around the end of February to the be-
ginning of April. While many colleges 
and universities nationwide have their 
own volunteer programs that involve 
working at off-campus sites during term 
breaks, some service organizations are 
looking for student volunteers for spring 
break: 
• Break Away, formed in 1992, was 
started by Magevney and Laura Mann, 
both Vanderbilt graduates who received 
seed money from the university to act 
as a clearinghouse between students 
and organizations needing volunteers. 
Mann and Magevney have a data base 
Teams from Global Volunteers work on building projects along with 
local residents in poverty-stricken counties in Mississippi. <me1cPs> 
of 120 organizations, and expect that cal Christian housing organization that run the South Florida program, said stu-
5,000 students will be placed in volun- builds homes for people in need. It has dents are asked for pay $15 a day to cover 
teer positions this spring break through more than 800 projects in the United costs for housing, food, insurance and trans-
their network. States and more than 100 sponsored portation to the work site. 
The organization is not issue-spe- projects in 33 developing nations. Ellestad, who recently visited South 
cific, and it does not encourage campus "This gives students an opportunity Florida, said that Habitat will need volun° 
organizations that. are exclusive, such to actuallv do something they believe teers in the area for at least three to four 
as fraternities or sororities, in," · said Sarah Clark? an years. "I was shocked," she said. "It looked to 
to use its services, since associate · in Habitat's me like a bomb blew up." 
Break Away's philosophy "It gives an campus division. MMany • The University of Miami has a volun-
is that the campus organi- will go on spring break, teer program for students from other schools 
zation must be open to any eye-opening and when they return, who want to help in South Florida. There are 
student. Maglevney said experience." . help out in their home- 24schools,includingthe UniversityofMichi-
they work with 200 colleges town. It gives students an gan, Princeton University in Princeton, N.J ., 
nationwide, and students eye-opening experience.19 and the University of Montana, that are 
have ·done volunteer work • Sarah Clark Students will work one sending students to Florida to help in com-
in state parks, homeless HABITAT week at the site. Volun- rnunity rebuilding. The work assignments 
shelters, Native American ••••••••• teers must provide trans- . are usually handled by the United Way. 
reservations and helped to portation to the site and • Global VoJunteers, a non-profit, non-po-
build homes in Appalachia and the pay for meals. The Habitat affiliate will litical organization in St. Paul, Minn., places 
Mississippi Delta. provide a place to stay. Clark said usu- students for one-week programs in two pov-
• Habitat for Humanity International, ally students pitch in together for food, erty-stricken counties in Mississippi. The pro-
based in Americus, Ga., has an alterna- and typically are housed in a local gram also offers two-and three- week volun-
tive spring break program called Colle- church during the stay. teer opportunities in other countries, said 
giate Challenge '93 for students who Habitat has a Florida program that ·Michele Gran, who coordinates its programs. 
want to help build Habitat homes issendingstudentstohelprebuildsouth Gran said response to spring break pro-
throughout the United States. Miami and Homestead, which were dev- grams, especially in Mississippi, has been 
From Feb. 21 through April 3, more astated by Hurricane Andrew last Au- . str9ng. ThecostfortheMississippiprogramis 
than 3,500 students are expected to gust. An estimated 200,000 people were $300, which covers food and housing. The most 
work at more than 80 Habitat loca- left homeless and 64,000 homes were expensive program is a three-week project in 
tions. Habitat is a non-profit ecumeni- destroyed. Anne Ellestad, who helps Russia that costs nearly $2,000. 
News Bits 
Students Leave School Afa tude 'misleads high schOol students·:~nd 'dead tor sometime; Reside.nts caned· to ,· three-day crime rampage. Farley C. 
ter Murder their parents into believing the.test)s a~a;:. report the whale:.pobbirig in the .. surf .be:. Matchett was sentenced Friday to die by 
Three students dropped out of the lyz~ngsomethin~inna~e?_rifrir:nytat?le\Y~ef fore. .lt washed.,u~fqn .m~ 2,2QO l?.lock .. 9.f' Jpjectio~. 'or the .July,'· 1991 . slaying of 
University of West Florida after a jun- t~ey ta~e, the college ~ntrance .. e,xamina~ · ~1A. .. . . : .. . c · .•• •• · · ·· .•. ,l;JriesAnderson. Matchett pleaded guilty 
iorwasabductedfromacampuspark- t1on, said .Rob~".l ~~ave~,~ spokesman.for ._.:::::- ... :» , ~ . · · : ·· .· · · .· · .-. : ·fo·cap!talmurderandhopedtoconvince i 
ing lot, raped and strangled. Addition- the ?ollege Bo.~~?· Addit1~r'.)ally, . an.: a~a- .. Hospital. Pays Parent~ .. ~~r jurors that he only deserved life in prison. -: 
ally, six students who were taking dem1c study reco~riended . a f.l~~ ·na~~ . ·organ Rem~.\t~l r.,ix .. ~p ·: ;'· He was already sentenced to life for a · 
night classes switched today classes, because the rede~IQned t.e~twon t 1~lyde A. hospital mistak~niy· ch~rged the par- killing and for 99 years for a beating. He 
despite improved lighting and a .cam- . the a~tonym~ section and~1ll ha~e (l long.er ents of a.dead girl for the cost of remov- pleaded guilty to both crimes. The former 
pus security phone system that has reading SeC!IOn that re~utreS Stude~s to ing donatecforgan·s.: and sent them: a . $ChOOI bus driver was said to be a crack 
been installed. The studentnewspa- com.e up with conclu~ions. In the . ~ath graphicdescriptionoftheprocedure. The cocaine-addict. 
per, The Voyager
1 
reported. Susan sec:tion, the student.~wdl have to ?e?~rate hospital has agreed to apologize and pay · · 
Leigh Morris, 21, a communication thetr own answe~s instead 0! .P•ck•f19 an Jhe :family $20~000~ The p(lyment wili UseAmexto Feedlheth.lngry 
arts major who lived wtth her parents ~nswer. Sugg~stion~ for t~e new name finally settle · a t.awsuit filed agairist American Express student members 
in Pensacola, disappeared from a mclude the Sch~lastic Achievement test, Parkland Memorial. Hospital by tra and · who use their charge cards between 
campus parking lot on Jan. 12 while the Student Attainment Test ~.nd the Stu- . Pam Henson. Erica Henson, their8-year- March and April will be helpi~ to feed 
walking to her car after a night course. de~ts Asses~r:'1ents for Transition. S~aver old daughter, suffered severe brain dam- the homeless, officials with the financial 
Her body was found in a wooded area said no decision has been made yet o.n age .in June 1990 when she fell from a and travel company said. The program, 
on campus the next day. She had whether to rename the SAT. moving van. Her parents agreed to do- Million Meals, will last from March 15 to 
been beaten, raped and strangled, nate her organs and were reassured that April 30. Every time college students 
officials said. A suspect. Eric Scott Humpback Whale Corpse they would not be billed. Officials have usetheirAmericanExpresschargecards 
Branch, was charged with murder, Found not been able to determined how or why to purchase anything, the company will 
sexual battery and grand theft. A Humpback whale corpse was found on the mix-up occurred. donate a meal to Share Our Strength, a 
Daytona Beach after washing ashore Sat- Washington D.C. based hunger relief 
New SAT Exam planned urday night. Marine land scientists are Man In Jail for life to Die by organization. American Express hopes 
~ The Scholastic Aptitude Test may have examining the carcass of the 13- foot- long Lethal Injection to be able to donate enough money to 
.
. a new name when a redesigned form whale. The Florida Marine Patrol said the pay for one million meals, said Andy A man who is already serving a lite sen-
of the test IS• introduced in the spring of cause of the death is unknown, but that it Sibert, senior manager for the American tence for murder was sentenced to death 
1994. Critics say that the word "apti- is badly decomposed. The whale had been Express student card division. for a-separate killing committed during a 
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CREOL in Research 
Pavilion will cost 
about $11 million 
finished 
CREOL 
FROM PAGE 1 
with additional oosts such as landscaping, 
equipmentandfumislrings,Stickleyestimates 
that the final cost will be about $11 million. , 
Chris Marlin, student body president-
elect, explained money to build the CREO L 
Building comes from a Public Education 
and Capital Outlay fund, different from 
the fund used to construct buildings like 
the Student Union. 
"State law says we can only use these 
funds for academic buildings," Marlin ex-
plained. "Our CREOL Building is being 
built by the PECO funds." 
Some students, however, are unhappy 
about the construction of the CREOL Build-
ing. N aniSadowski, a sophomore majoring 
in elementary education, said, "I don;t re-
ally see the point in starting a project when 
they haven't finished other projects like 
the Student Union." · 
Stickley said the building will benefit UCF 
by increased growth. CREOL, established in 
1986, will bring faculty and st.aft' members 
from over 20 different nationalities to UCF. 
-
BEEP! BEEP! 
Eric Bushn, a new member of "The Central Florida Roadrunners," at left, gets some pointers from 
three -year veteran Ricardo Oliver. The Roadrunners has eight members. <DeHoog1FuruRE) 
The Central Florida Future has the following paid editorial openings available: 
• Features Editor: Responsible for all aspects of the features department. Candidate should be be creative with potential article ideas~ have strong writing and editing 
skills, ·and be actively involved in all areas of_social humanities. 
• Opinion Editor: Responsible for writing bi-weekly opinion columns. Oversees cartoonists and other opinion writers. 
Please call 823-6397 or visit the Editorial Office located behind the former art domes by Libra Drive. . 
PRESIDENT'S 
LEADERSHIP COUNCIL 
PURPOSE: The Council serves U.C.F. as official 
ELIGIBILITY: 
student ambassadors, both on and 
off campus. 
Candidates should be degree-
seeking students of Junior standing 
or higher, with an overall minim\lffi 
G.P.A. of 3.0. 
Candidates must have demon-
strated leadership ability in Univer-
sity and community organizations-. 
Applications are available in AdIDin. 282 and 
are due for return Tuesday, March 16 
• 
J 
t 
SINGING FOR UNDERWEAR -
Lori Terrel,- a sophomore majoring in nursing, and Brett Murlock, majoring in 
exceptional education training, sing to Hanes Representative Stacy West. 
"Wait till we get our Hanes on you." <O.HoogJFuruRE> 
Positions up for grabs!!! 
Editor in Chief 
This person will oversee the Editorial Office of the Future. This position requires leadership 
skills and late nights. Candidates should talk to Bill Cushing in the editorial office or call him 
at 823-6397. 
Business Manager 
This position requires a person who can supervise people as well as oversee the ·financial 
transactions and records of the newspaper. Candidates should fill out an application at our 
business office (823-2601) and submit a resume and any letters ofrecommendation possible. 
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~~Announcements~~ 
Free Tax Help 
Beta Alpha Psi, the national honorary accounting society , 
is bringing the Vok.mteer Income Tax Assistance Program (spon-
sored by the IRS) to help students and farulty with their income 
takes. The VITA is located in the lobby of the Business Admistration 
Building until April 15. 
10th Annual Miss Hawaiian Tropic 
Over 60 contestants will com,:>ete for more than $100,000 in cash 
and prizes at the 10th Anrl..lal Miss Hawaiian Tropic International 
Beauty Pageant at 1 p.m. March 12 on the pool deck of the Howard 
Johnson Hotel, 600 North Atlantic Avenue, Daytona Beach. Call 
(904) 255-0415or1-SOD-854-1234. 
Disney Break 
The Disney Break, a special theme park ticket for college students 
visiting Florida during spring break, offers the choice of three theme 
parks for $24. The ticket is good for one day until April 2 in one of 
the three Walt Disney Wor1d theme parks: The Magic Kingdom, 
Epcot Center and Disney-MGM Studios. A $5 admission ticket will 
also be available for Pleasure Island. nighttime entertainment 
complex. Must be 18 to enter Pleasure lslard after 7 p.m .. College 
iderltificatK>n required. Call 824-4321. 
Women cartoons can stay for now 
CARTOONS 
FROM PAGE 1 
He said there is no longer a conflict. Martin said, "Wahlman has 
clarified she supports empowered women and not male-bashing." 
No further complaints have been made. According to Martin, 
"The whole thing has been put to bed." 
. . Arbour Village Apartn1ents 
~~ 
Arbour Village ... Nature's Beauty Surrounds You. 
The freshness of country living with the convenience of 
urban-life. Lush landscaping, towering pines and oaks, and a 
park-like atmosphere complement Arbour Village. Just 
walking distance to UCF . . 
• 2 laundry facilities 
• 2 swimming pools 
• Professional management 
•Exercise Room 
• Oversized walk-in closets 
.Small pets accepted 
• Volleyball/ 2 tennis courts 
•Sauna 
FURNISHED APARTMEN1$.4VAILABLE 
11600 MacKay Boulevard • Orla.~do, Florida 32826 
( 407) 282-7333 
• Patients in shock • Accident Victims 
• Provide intravenous fluids • Provide clotting factors 
for burns, surgery, or for hemophiliacs 
treatments of illness • New Reasearch on life 
threatening diseases 
You can earn over $100 per month. 
"We would like to compensate you for your 
time when giving the gift of life" 
BRING THIS AD AND RECEIVE $10 BONUS 
FOR YOUR FIRST DONATION 
Call for information and/or appointment 
1122 W. Church St. Orlando, FL 32805 
(407) 841-2151 
The Central Florida Future 
Sexual harassment 
cure lies in honesty 
between men, women 
The Supreme Court is slated to decide what constitutes illegal sexual harass-
ment sometime next year. Given the 
circumstances surrounding the confirmation 
of the most recently appointed justice, Judge 
Clarence Thomas, this should be an interest-
ing decision, indeed. 
The issue of sexual harassment was pain-
fully brought to the attention of millions of 
television-viewing Americans as the "he 
said-she said" finger-pointing contest 
dragged on in the Senate Judiciary Confir-
mations a little more than a year ago. 
It is an issue -that polarizes the sexes like -
no other; for few women have not been the 
victims of sexual harassment in one form or 
another, and few men can truthfully say they 
have never engaged in conduct that could be 
considered offensive to women. 
• • I I n1on 
So YtJJ SEE KIDDIES-ER -
CONGRt=SSMEN~ 11-lAT~ 
HOW you RD~ A 
G-o VER f\\ N\ ENT!". 
('\ 
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DEFIC-+T 
The problem seems to be that neither side is 
very willing to admit that they have been respon-
sible for mistakes and mis~erstandings. 
Never too late to open minds 
Shannon Martin 
SCENARIO 
While men may consider their behavior 
nothing more than innocent teasing, what 
they should be thinking about is whether 
they would sanction their wives, sisters or 
mothers enduring this same type of "inno- 1 ~----'------. I t'snotsomethingyoucan 
control, but it affects us 
cent" treatment at the hands of co-workers. allScientistshavenotdis-
Women, on the other hand, must realize covered a vaccine or cure. It's 
that they cannot have it both ways: they can't not lethal, but it hurts, none-
participate in "kidding around" when it in- theless. Its presence isn't al-
volves sexual overtones one day, and then ways noticeable, but it's al-
claim sexual harassment on another. ways there. This disease not 
only makes us victims, but we 
Women have a duty to inform men when use it ourselves in day-to-day 
the kidding has gone too far, and men have a interaction. The sickness is 
duty to act their ages, not their shoe sizes. called "stereotyping," and 
Standards will undoubtedly vary from one whetheryoulikeitornot,ithascrippledyouatsome time. 
age 20, dressed in all black. She complimented the way I 
look, the way I carry myself in public, and the way I dress 
(which I never mind), but she went on to add that fm not 
like most black gµys. 
"Huh?" 
Believe me, I took the overall conversation .the way it 
was intended-as a compliment fmnotsure I understand 
that last statement, though. It was very indirect, but the 
m~ssage behind her words was that black guys are usually 
not very handsome or dignified, and I quote, ')nost of you 
guys dress like you're from a Harlem ghetto. Is that some 
kind of brother thing?" That ended the conversation. . 
No more than three days later, a black male, also about 
age 20, told me I was not "black enough." rm assuming he 
was referring to the way I carry myself, because I think rm 
a very nice shade of brown. 
I gave ·him a weird look (like the statement deseIVed) 
and said, ''Excuse you?" 
''You don't act very black." 
<. 
In simplest terms, stereotypes are what we use when we wo~kplace to another, but only when both are too lazy to find out the truth as to a person's likes, 
men and women treat each with honesty and dislikes, habits and family and ethnic background. It's a 
dignity can either expect a healthy atmo- systemofassumption.Peopleassumethatagirlwhowears 
sphere in which to work. glassesisintelligentoraboywhodressesratherslovenlyis 
Correct me if fm wrong, but being a race is not an act - c 
There is no script Thecurtaindoesnotfall on theprosceniwn. 
Let's enjoy spring 
break, but let's all 
come back, too! 
Spring break is a time to unwind from the 
pressures of midterms and the stresses of col-
lege life in general. 
Traditionally, studentsengageinsomepretty 
reckless forms of behavior during the annual 
"rites of spring," but the deaths of three area 
teenagers killed in a car accident less than a 
week ago should serve as a reminder to all of us 
of just how fleeting life can ·be. 
Remember, you don't have to do it all in any 
one night or any one week. Pace yourselves, 
enjoy yourselves, and we look forward to seeing 
you on March 15. 
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poor, when in reality, the girl may be strugglingtomakethe 
grades and the boy has money to bum. We know not the 
name of the boy or girl, but judging from the waytheywalk, 
talk and dress, we think we know that person relatively 
well. It's not always ourfault, though. This social mentality 
is learned at a young age, ·usually in the home. 
Many studies have been done, butamostinterestingone 
occurred a few years ago when a group of 4-year-old boys 
and girls from many colors and creeds were asked to choose 
between a whit.e doll, a black doll, an Asian doll and an 
Oriental doll Nearlly all the children preferred the white 
doll. Atthisage, wewereallimpressionable,andback then, 
all the cartoon superheroes were white, all the presidents 
we studied in school were white, and Mommy tuned in 
every weekday afternoon to watch soap operas that de-
picted the- lives of the white upper~lass. 
When people stereotype others, they are usually 
making judgements about an individual's potential to 
fit 'into a category based on that person's appearance. 
Wouldn't it be interesting to learn that the boy you 
thought dressed unattractive drives a Mercedes and 
works a white-collar job? 
If you like stories, you'll love this next part 
Last week, I was approached by a pale white girl, about 
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His ~cond strike was the mess about being''black enough." 
I didn't know there was a scale. What, does my blackne·ss 
only measure a three on a scale of 10? This guy was giving 
me a headache. He wasn't making much sense, and rm too 
busy to pick sense out ofnonsense. He was also implying 
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lazy and violent, and that guy (God help him) will broaden 
his mind to understand that I can have all the friends in 
· different cultures as I want to, and still know where my 
roots are and be proud of my heritage. 
It's truly amazing how people assume they know some-
thing when they know nothing. 
It's easy to notice how many Jewish people have large 
noses, and how many Irishmen are heavy drinkers, but 
next time, notice how many d&are not. Notice how many 
Italians do not talk with thier hands. Notice how many 
black people hate watermelon. Notice how many Poles are 
very educated and intelligent. 
It's never too late to broaden your mind, and it's 
definitely never too soon. 
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A scholarly look at law in the 25th century? 
Bill Cushing 
WHAT'S NEXT? 
0 nly in America. Whenever you_ h~ar 
someone gr1pmg 
about the current state of 
education in the grammar 
schools or high schools or 
even at the college and uni-
versity levels, it would be 
I good to point out that, in this 
country, there doesn't seem 
................... ...., to be many topics of study 
anymore that can't worm 
their way into academia 
Especially in the state of Florida. 
Take, for example, the article in Monday's Style 
section of the Orlando Sentinel. Two Nova University 
professors are being published in the University of 
Toledo Law Review. 
The article? 
It deals with a study oflegal proceedings and inter-
pretation of jurisprudence as depicted on the television 
series Star Trek: The Next Generation. 
In Limbo ' 
~ / / 0-/ 
,," 
\ 
l 
I 
Qvt:.>noµ. $ 
That t_wo people connected with Nova would concoct 
such an idea is hardly' surprising. Nova University is, 
after all, the academic equivalent of Battle Creek, 
Michigan. 
Send two boxtops and 25 cents and get yourself a 
mail-order degree. 
Of course, I've heard all the arguments (b.s. really) 
that, because of its independent study type of struc-
ture, that a post-graduate degree from Nova is actually 
harder to get and, therefore, more prestigious. 
But let us-just for the moment-get a little bit real 
here. 
I mean how seriously can I take an institution which 
not only approves this topic as one worthy of serious 
study, it apparently celebrates it? 
- Then there is the fact that an apparently profes-
sionaljournal that is willingto publish the results of the 
study which, by the admission of one of its own authors, 
started as a joke. 
But before we start laughmg at the university sys-
tem in Ohio, let us not forget some of the escapades of 
our own state's university system. 
Remember the reports last year dealing with an 
FStJ student earning his masters degree by studying 
and analyzing Madonna? 
There's a topic certainly worthy of academic investi-
gation. 
To add insult to injury, the article that covered the 
event in Florida magazine quoted the student as saying 
something to the effect that anything that could be 
found in Dante, he could find in The Flintstones. 
This guy's obviously been spending too much time in 
front of the boob tube. 
Suddenly all those jokes about courses in underwa-
ter basketweaving don't seem quite as ludicrous as 
they once did. 
Right here at UCF, a three-credit course was offered 
in pop culture and students studied MTV. . 
Great. Earn your degree via Empty-V. 
While pop culture might be acceptable at.the under-
graduate level, this trend toward study of pop icons at 
the post-grad and doctoral levels is a bit disheartening. 
Allan Bloom's 1986 book "The Closing of the American 
Mind" is becoming less opinionated and more prophetic 
everyday. 
The study of such areas as the legal system of a 
fictionalized people and time or the consideration of the 
impact of a marketing diva is not what the arts and 
sciences should be about. 
It is little wonder that the rest of the world laughs at 
us whenever the subject comes around to academics. 
C'mon, America, grow up! 
Tony Whitten 
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When moving,· try not to pack the kids 
Dave Barry 
TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES 
R ecently I stood in the kitchen of our new home, amid hwidreds of cardboard boxes, all helpfully labeled 
"BETH," and watchedmywife, Beth, open a box. She 
cut through several layers of tape, opened the box flaps and 
pulled out an object that had been laboriously wadded up 
inside roughly 2,000 square feet of whit.e paper. She un-
wrapped it, layer by layer, witil finally she got to the object 
that had been so carefully prot.ected: a ooffee mug. 
With ooffee still in it. 
If you're wondering why we packed a mug with ooffee 
in it, the answer is, we are not that stupid. We are MUCH 
stupider than that. What we did was PAY SOMEBODY 
to do this. 
I am of oourse referringto movingprofesmonals. They're all 
trained at a special school. Here's a sample question from the 
final exam: 
You are packing up a cust.omer's JX>Ssessions, and you find 
a human body with multiple st.ab wounds. You should: 
a Call an ambulance. 
b. Notify the polica 
c. Wad it up in whit.e paper and stuff it in a box. 
The correct answer is "c." Professional movers wad EV-
ERYTHING in white paper. If, in 1990, George Bush had 
sent in professional movers to resolve the Kuwait prob-
lem, today the entire Iraqi military forre, tanks and all, 
would be individually wadded up inside several million 
cardboard boxes strewn all over the desert, each box 
labeled with only the word "IRAQ." (Or possibly "BETH.") 
It would take Saddam Hussein DECADES to unpack his 
army. ("Let's see what's in this box ... more corporals! 
Where the HECK did they put the enlisted men?} 
That's pretty much our situation. We're in a new, ex-
tremely oox-intensive house. We imved because our old 
house gotwhompedby Hurricane Andrew. We thought about 
fixing it up, but then we got some estimat.es from rontractors: 
CONrRACTOR: OK, you see this? 
US: What? 
CONTRACTOR: Where the tree landed on this truss. 
US: Houses have TRUSSES? 
CONrRACTOR(to his assistant): Go back t.othetruckand 
fet.ch me some more zeros for this estimat.e. 
It turned out that our old house needed major work. To get 
it bark w its original ronditi.on, we would have had t.o go 
through a three-step process: 
STEP ONE: We move out 
STEP '!WO: We move int.o t.emporary lodgings. 
STEP THREE: We die there of old age. 
The reason for St.ep Three, of rourse, is that major home 
renovations - ask anybody who has been through them -
are never completed within your personal lifetime. Major 
renovations are something you do for posterity. 
CLERGYMAN: And so today we pay our last respects to a 
person who had a dream - the dream that someday, some-
how, her house would once again have working bathrooms. 
(Roarsoflaught.erfrom the audience, especially the plwnb-
ing rontract.or.) 
So we decided t.o sell our house in what is legally known as 
"whomped condition." The buyer, who is named Frank, was 
not troubled by this at all. Frank is a positive, optimistic 
individual, by which I mean he is clinically insane, although 
of COW'Se I would never say this in print because he bought our 
house. Frank is rotally unafraid of major home renovations. 
He stridesronfidentlyaround and says things like, 'Tm gonna · 
move the kit.cheri HERE, put another bathroom HERE, put 
an escalator THERE: then rm gonna move the entire house 
NEXT DOOR for a few days while I dig a new basement, and 
then rm gonna ... " 
We admire Frank's zeal, and we plan to say so at his 
funeral. Meanwhile, we're adapting to our new house. 
We've never had a brand-new house before, where every-
thing works and the walls and floors are spotless and 
there is no lingering odor coming from behind the cabinets 
where apparently a mouse has died. (Don't worry, Frankl 
After a while you get used to it!) And so when we ent.ered our 
new house for the first ti.me as the owners, we felt a euphoria 
that lasted for a full 10 seconds, which is how long it took for 
our small auxiliary backup dog, Zippy, to locat.e a whit.e carpet 
and poop on it. I am not making this up. I believe the sound of 
the door closing was still echoing through the empty house 
when Zippy let loose. I don't hold this against him. Inside his 
brain, which is made of the same mat.erial as his toonails, he 
believed he was doing the right thing, acrording t.o the laws of 
Dog L>gic, as follows: 
1. It is bad t.o poop inside our house. 
2. This is not our house. 
3. Therefore, this is a good plare to poop. 
Of course we plan t.o do much more with our new home. 
We're going to put gouges in the floors, and we plan t.o do 
a LOT with hand smudges. But we like t.o think that, in 
terms of our basic decor theme, Zippy set the tone. We 
can't wait w get started, and we're looking forward t.o 
many happy years here, during which we hope t.o eventu-
ally Jocate the box containing our son. 
The Central Florida Future 
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GREEK CORNER 
DELTA SIGMA Pl 
Congrats to DSP's Rose & Thom Tracy 
Cassara and Ben Lee. Happy 8-day to 
Chad Amerson & Julie Smith. Pledges, 
talk to your new big bro. Everybody have 
a great Spring Break. 
DELTA TAU DELTA 
DELT B-BALI.. TEAM-GREAT JOB! 
STEVE-WATCH YOUR MOUTH! 
PLEDGES: WORK ON YOUR 
INTERVIEWS 
KEY WEST & FT MYERS BEWARE: 
THE DELTS.ARE COMING! SEE YA! 
ALPHA TAU OMEGA 
Looks like there was more than one 
spring fling Friday. Coert aren't you 
feeling a little sketchy? Well anyways, 
lets get ready for Island the week after 
break and everybody have a safe and 
fun holiday! TBMT. 
CLUB INFO 
AA meeting every Wednesday 12 noon 
SC 211. 
EPISCOPAL CAMPUS MINISTRY 
The Content of Christianity Discussion 
every Wednesday, noon, room 214 
Student Center all are welcome. Fr. 
Ashmun Brown, D. Min., Chaplain. 
SWAT 
SWAT members next week is Spring 
Break. Please have a fun Spring Break 
and also a safe one. For the volunteers 
that helped out with the Expo, thank 
, you. . 
PHI THETA KAPPA 
There will be a meeting on Thursday, 
March 4 at 6:00 in HPB 215. Contact 
Bob Snow at 823-2231 or Todd Petrie 
at 382-5933 for details. 
ROOMMATES 
Winter Springs-responsible male or 
female to share 3br/2ba home. $250 + 
utilities. 695-4871. 
Share large condo located between 
UCF area and airport. Looking for clean 
responsible female. Rent $260 and 1/3 
utilities. All amenities. Call and ask for 
Michele 382-7552. 
Roommate needed asap own room & 
bath $245 mo. & 1/2 utilities 366-2693. 
F/M rmmate to share 2br/2ba apt $215/ 
mth washer dryer walk to UCF clean 
responsible 275-1918 after 9:30pm 
FINS/to share 2br2ba apt & utilities call 
Mary Ann 678-9203. 
Clean NS quiet M/F own room & own 
bath 3 1/2 miles from UCF $230 + 1/3 
utilities. $100 deposit no smoking call 
365-8386. 
FOR RENT 
Free Apartment Finding Service 
Apartment Locator Specialists, Inc. 
3300 University Suite 246 657-8282 
*Sherwood Forest* 
312 and 212 Available for Immediate 
Occupancy Call OMV Properties Inc. 
657-1967 
Biweekly contract student apartment 
very good rate please call 273-1500. 
Lovely 2b 2b dupl ale heat vertical blinds· 
near hwy 50 & Dean Rd. $425 mo. $300 
security call 648-5136 or eve 862-3188 
$220/mo. own rm, 2br apt by UCF. Air 
laundry. 1st, last mo. rent, 30 days 
notice. Call Jim, 380-8609. 
For rent at Alafaya Woods Ct. 2 beds, 
2 bath, washer and dryer, call 695-0548. 
FOR SALE 
Queen waterbed for sale with black 
leather headboard call 366-8.511. 
High quality. low cost computers for sale. 
Special discounts for UCF students & 
faculty. Orlando based firm. Systems 
are built to your own specs. 1yr. 
warranty on parts & labor Visa/MC 
accepted. Call L!S at 277-2883. 
New 486NGA color $895 or 386NGA 
$733 used computer, desk & printer 
$250 upgrades, repairs, trade-ins 
869-8894. ~ 
Mobile home 2wide 1985 3bedrs 2bath 
carport storageshed applances c air 
$19000. Assume pay $200 Fly Park 
407-658-4936. 
Beautiful almost new 212 large town-
ho~se, 1 car garage with auto. opener. 
Quiet cul-de-sac, small yard, O maint. 
fee. E-Z living & convenient too! $74,500 
Nancy Langley, Real Estate 
Professionals, 380-2800/859-8473. 
AUTOS 
1987 lroc-Z Camaro, 5.7, TPI, met.blue, 
w/grey lea~er, t-tops, auto, chip, pw, 
pdl, bit, cruise, new brakes, 69k mile 
$6999 657-5751 
Cutlass Supreme '81 140k mi rebuilt 
trans, ale, good int, runs good, needs 
paint, $800 call Mark 6n-4999. 
1989 Probe GL excelllent condition 
silver interior/grey exterior one owner-
must sell $5995 obo 862-7856. 
1986 Chevy Blazer K-5 Silverado 
loaded 5.7L must sell $7400 obo 
407-578-0997 
HELP WANTED 
RPS needs p/t package handlers from 
3-7 am $7 per hour. Call 297-3715. 
Need money for college expenses? 
Club Juana, ~pscale mens' nightclub . 
now hiring dancers & waitresses. 
Good money no experience necessary 
adjust hours to fit class schedule. Call 
Mr. White 831-n11. 
Help Wanted: Eam up to $500 per 
week assembling products at home. 
No experience. Info 1-504-646-1700 
Dept. FL-307. 
Attention UCF students-service 
parsonnel needed part time, will train-
appty at Tim Webber Catering 300 
E.South St., Orlando 246-7300 
Wanted: male vocalist for weekend 
band. Classic Rock and Originals. Call 
Greg 679-0156. 
Cruise Ships Now Hiring-earn $2000+/ 
month & world travel (Hawaii, Mexico, 
the Caribbean, etc.) Holiday, summer 
and career employment available. No 
experience necessary. For employ-
ment program call 1-206-634-0468 ext. 
C5418. 
$200 daily mailing circulars for major 
corp. Free supplies. Rush self-
addressed-stamped-envelope to: 
USTB Marketing, Personnel Dept., 
P.O. Box 4203, Bryan, TX 77805. 
SERVICES 
Baby Haven-a 4C early teaming 
center. Hours Garn to 6pm ages 6 
weeks to 6 years full time weekly rates 
start at $50 a challenging and 
rewarding environment for your child. 
8414 E. Colonial tel : 282-6226. 
TYPISTS 
WP, EDITING:APA, MLA, etc. 366-0538 
WORDMASTERS 2n·9600 
Student documents and resumes. 
Same day service available. IBM/AT, 
WordPerfect 5.0 
IBM letter qualityAaser printing. 
Fast*Professional*Accurate 
KCO INC Typing/ $1.501678-6735 
Word Pf'.0C9ssing. Near UCF. 
366-0556 
Typing/Wordprocessing. Reasonable. 
WordPerfect 5.1. BA English. 
382-8599. 
Pam Beasley 365-2569. 
Position available: Business Manager 
Typing .25 off per pg w/ad. 
$2.00-.25=only $1.75. Catt Lee 
657-8516. 
Term papers & resumes at terrific rates 
281-8888 M-S 9-9 dsktop & WP 5.1 
TUTORS 
Accounting Tutor 
CPA/former college instructor. 
Very experienced. 
Call Loretta at 256-1140. 
Experienced russian tutor/translator, all 
level's, native speaker call Alona 
677-4645. 
PERSONALS 
Attractive white female, 37, 5'6~, 
slender, brown hair/blue eyes. Loves 
camping, the beach, movies, rock 
music, animals, and lots of hugs . 
Seeking a single, white, slim 
non-smoking guy (28-40) to share the 
rest of my life with. Reply to P.O. Box 
334, Goldenrod, FL 32733. 
Thank you to the 89 students who 
voted for me. 
Russ Uoyd 
S.G. Presidential Candidate 
And thank you again to the ones who 
have told me they voted for me. It 
means alot to me. 
Thank you. 
CLASSIFIED INFO 
Due to Spring Break, there will not be 
publications on March 9th & 11th. The 
deadline for the March 16th issue will 
be on March 5th by 4:00pm. 
35 Characters Per Line. $0.75 per 
line:UCF students, staff & faculty. $1.50 
per line non-students & businesses. 
Boldface & underline double fine rate. 
Prepayment only. Stop by The Central 
Florida Fut11re Business Office (9-4) or 
mail ad w/prepayment to: The Central 
Florida Future, Attn: Classifieds, P.O. 
Box 25000, Orlando, FL 32816. 
The Central Florida Future, the student newspaper of the University of Central Florida, is currently accepting applica-
tions and resumes for the position of business manager. 
This position requires a person who can supervise people as well as oversee the financial transactions and records of the 
newspaper. Candidates should fill out an application at our business office (823-2601) and submit a res~e and any ' 
letters of recommendation possible. · 
This position will be filled by February 1993 and the chosen candidate~" tenure will be effective until the 
· end of the spring semester of 1994. 
RIGHTS 
FROM PAGE 1 
Andrew Coyne, an editorial 
writer for the Globe and Mail, 
noted that recent studies reveal 
that America and Britain have 
the most stringent restrictions of 
all military forces. 
"It wasn't much of a fight 
here for a number ofreasons," he 
said. 'The milit.ary doesn't loom 
as large in our national conscious-
ness as it does in the United 
States." 
Thom Costa, professor of po-
litical science at Florida Commu-
nity College at Jacksonville, calls 
the whole battle "absurd." 
'They are there anyway," he 
said. Costa, a UCF alumnus, 
earned both his undergraduate 
and~ degrees from FTU 
in 197 4 and 1976 respectively. 
Coyne conceded that people 
who oppose letting gays into the 
military aren't necessarily bigots, 
and both sides of the issue can be 
reasonably argued. While he is 
sympathetic to the fact that the 
military will endure a disruption 
while it adjusts to the new situa-
tion, Coyne said he does not see 
inconvenience as a plausible rea-
son to continue discrinrinatory 
practices. 
Costa concurred and said dis-
crimination should not be allowed 
to continue "just because some-
body else is disturbed." 
While many out.side of the 
fray r1 the fight see the issue one 
of political muscle-flexing, others 
do see the fight as ooe over civil 
right.s. Conor O'Clery of Dublin's 
Irish Times called it "an idea 
whose time has come ... part of a 
progression of civil rights in the 
U.S.: first blacks, then women, 
now gays." 
Bledsoe found it interesting 
that, in arguing against allowing 
gays into the military, Gen. Co-
lin Powell used many of the ar-
guments originally used in order 
to prevent blacks from entranoo 
into the service. The only differ-
ence, Bledsoe pointed out, was 
that Powell replaced the word 
"black" with "homosexual." 
While some view the pres-
ence of gays in the military as a 
security threat, Bledsoe said it is 
only a security measure if made 
into one. He called that argument 
a "straw man" attitude, although 
he did say that it "doesn't mean 
that people doo't believe it." Hav-
ing served in military int81igence, 
Bledsoe pointed out that "it can 
happen to anybody." 
History agrees with that ar-
gument. The last two espionage 
problems America faced were the 
result of heterosexual incidents 
involving U.S. Marines at the 
American embassy in Moscow 
and the incident involving John 
Walker, a spy who ran his espio-
nage ring like a family business. 
While Costa said the issue 
it self is not political, he admit-
ted, 'There is a political bill to be 
paid, but I don't think that's 
Clinton's issue. I think it's very 
consistent with his civil rights 
record." 
Bledsoe seemed to agree 
that, given the possibility that 
Clinton is either following up on 
a campaign promise or that it is 
a cause he believes in, the issue 
is one of personal belief. Whether 
personal or political, the entire 
issue has a political price. 
"He's really bringing people 
out of the woodwork with some 
of these issues," Bledsoe said "To 
have picked an issue such as this 
has more potential negative fall-
out than positive." 
He observed that Clinton 
needs to be careful about what 
political capit.al or political liabil-
ities he builds up. 
Costa concurred. 
"Obviously there's a lot of 
political mileage on both the left 
and right with this," he said 
"Sometimes the best leaders do 
unpopular things because they're 
the right thing. We just got 
through 12 years rL presidents 
doing the popular thing and look 
where it got us.. 
·'" 
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'lbe Sports muStmted swimsuit issue: art or bash? 
Jenny Duncanson 
OFFSIDES 
OK ladies, here we go. It's spring and we 
know what that means. Recreational Ser-
viceshasmorewomenintheaerobicsclasses 
and the weight room, business for tanning 
salons is booming and stores are bringing 
out the newest line of bathing suit.s and 
markingupprices. Yes--summerisalmost 
here. We get a preview of the season at 
spring break-then crunch time (or, time 
for crunches) until May, when once again 
we will flock to the beaches in search of the 
ultimate tan on our gorgeous bodies. 
And what will we sun worshippers be 
donning in public this summer sunbath-
ing season? By chance, is it something 
worn (sort of) by one of the ladies (and I 
use the term loosely) in the 1993 Sports 
Illustrated Swimsuit Issue? Oh, you 
haven't seen it. · 
Well, does your boyfriend have it? Oh, 
only over your dead body. 
Why don't you pick it up? You don't 
like it? Ahhh-well I agree. The so-called 
SI Swimsuit Issue should be renamed 
The Once A Year We Dream Of Becom-
ing Playboy(On The Family Level) maga-
zine. I caught Mr. Trivial drooling over a 
copy. My first impulse was to snatch the 
trash and burn it. But I decided instead 
to give those hard-working photogra-
phers (ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha) a fair 
shot at impressing me with their stellar 
work (please control your laughter). 
Now, I hear the low rumblings from all 
the male readers. It's artwork, you say. 
Qwility photography, you add We just 
want to see the new line, you want us to 
believe. (Yeah, and you would also say the 
Laker Girls would be just as good with 
garbage bags on.) 
· Please gentleman, do you really expect 
us to believe that your interested in the 
swimsuits? Do you plan on buying one? 
Let me be the spokeswoman for the 
ladies. No one buys these suits. Have yo:u 
ever seen anyone with one on?This maga-
zine is not a catalog.No women buy these 
suits and nobody lies on the beach in 
those positions.No.one walks around the 
BASKETBALL 
FROM PAGE 12 
took the lead on a Walker three-point 
shot from the top of the key. It would be 
the last lead the Knights woulc;l see. The 
Hatters went on a 21-4 run to put the 
nail in the coffin. 
The Knights has several opportuni-
ties to close the gap in the closing min-
utes of the game. For the last three 
minutesitlookedasif neitherteam wanted 
beach bent over to show off cleavage. 
And no one buys suits to go traipsing 
around in the Alaskan snow. In some of the 
pictures you can't even see the suit.s. And 
what about the $54 suit that Kathy Ireland 
wears that has no top? Is someone really . 
going to buy just bottoms? Please, get real. 
If Sports Illustrated, a magazine 
which claims to be dedicated to pure 
sports, really wanted to make a good 
issue instead of Playboy-wanna-be 
trash, they would have used real fe-
male athletes in the pictures. 
And what about some shots of men? 
Don't they get a new line of suits too? 
Ahh, but men don't care about looking 
at other men, only scantily clad women. 
So it's not really the suits. 
Stand and cheer ladies, and tell SI to 
stick to real sports. 
to win. Playing wonderful defense, the 
Knights caused the Hatters to miss shot.s 
and tum the ball over. Unfortunately, the 
Knights . were unable to convert. They 
brought the lead in half to eight from six-
teen,· though, on three pointers by point 
guard Sinua Phillips and Saxton. 
"Stetson wanted to win more than 
we did," Dean said. "They played harder 
with intensity than us. They deserved 
to win. It is hard to understand how we 
can play so great in Miami and play so 
/"'--------------~----------------------------, DAVIS 
Trace Trylko 
OFFICIAL WORD 
I 
Finally, I get to be the good guy in this 
pro-con column section. Each week I oom-
plain, well actually bitch, about some as-
pectof sport.s. I always seem to be defending 
the little guy or highlighting things that 
need changing. 
Recently, fve taken some grief for 
slamming auto racing and citing the 
presence of bikini-clad babes as another 
reason mundane motor madness is not a 
sport. Well, this week I would like to 
applaud the exquisite ladies who brighten 
the Sports Illustrated swimsuit edition. 
WARNING: FEMALE READERS OF 
THIS COLUMN, YOUMAYWANTTO 
STOP READING! 
r • 
lethargic here." 
Both Stetson and UCF had four scor-
ers each in double figures. Stetson was 
led by an outstanding performance from 
freshman forward Kerry Blackshear. He . 
registered a double double, lighting up 
the scoreboard for 28 points and 12 re-
bounds, 
The game marked the 30th-straight 
game Saxton has scored in double fig-
ures. Davisisalsoonanine-game double-
figure scoring streak. 
ers when he leaves here." 
These picture-perfect women are not 
causing any harm. The truth is their 
annual gracing of the SI pages is a 
much anticipated event for millions. 
True, they don't exactly fit the defini-
tion of sports applicable to this type of 
magazine, but they do serve a 
purpose. The SI girls are the unofficial 
kickoff to Spring, to beach going and to 
warm weather women watching. 
Some critics believe the SI swimwear 
issue is nothing more than soft.porn. These 
feminists have a million reasons why you. 
should not buy this so-ealled tawdy trash. 
Lighten up already! These politically 
correct kooks feel women are being ex-
ploited. With all thecontroversy,you'd think 
these idiot.s were actually talking about 
something important. 
Faceit, men aren't going to stop reading, 
rather viewing, it-and SI isn't going to stop 
publishing it. Thank goodnesS! Men, let's 
continue to gather at work and gawk. Men, 
don't let these overreacting women take 
away your magazine and burn it as Ms. 
Duncanson has suggested. Trust me, she 
won't get her hands on my copy. 
Enough already of whiny women 
who are insecure or who don't have the 
bodies to wear any of the suits dis-
played in this mag. Contrary to Ms. 
Duncanson's comments, men do not 
buy this issue to check out the new 
swimwear line. We buy it to escape 
from reality and picture Kathy Ireland 
lying on a beach. We purchase it to see 
models, · with unique names like 
Vendela, wear swimsuits in snowy sites 
like Alaska. Simple, uncomplicated fun. 
Gorgeous ladies dot these pages and 
even the captions by the pictures are funny. 
In case you haven't gotten your copy yet 
here's a sample: 
"Like treasure washed ashore by the 
tide ... " 
"Salted by sand ... " 
"Like mirages in the morning mist .. " 
C'monwhat'sthehannin plunkingdown 
a couple ofbucks for some glances at some 
fine looking women. Nothing! Men, don't 
give up the mag. Enjoy spring break and 
untilourn.extissue, remember-thesport.s 
beat goes on! 
Stet.on (96) 
Blackshear 11-156-628, Wallhoff3·7 4-613,Grier4-7 6-6 IB, Wilkes 
1-3 0.13, Conner 8-12 8-12 25, Overton 3-6 ().() 9, Wood 1·2 0-0 2, 
Keaton 1-2 ().() 2. ' ' 
UCF(82) 
Davia 7·132-218, Saxion 15-?n 4-4 36, Walker 4-71-210,Phillipa 
5-12 0-112, Carter 2-9 0-3 4, Maton 0-0 0-0 0, Harding().()().() 0, 
Foster 1·5 ().() 2, Ha?Jler 0·1().()0. 
llalftime-Stetaon 40, UCF 39. Three point lhota-Stetaon 9-21 
(Wallhoff3-7, Overton S-6, Conner 1-2, Wilket 1-3, Blackshear 
1-3, Grier 0-1), UCF 7·21 <Saxton 2·2, Davia 2-6, Phillipa 2-6, 
Walker 1-1, Caner 0-6, Foster 0-1, Harper 0-1). Rebound-
Stetson 32 CBlackahear 12), UCF 28 (Walker 8). Technical 
foul-Dean. Total Foul-Stetson 16, UCF 22. Fouled out.-
Caner .42 2nd half .. A-838 
1 <> Allthority af RMSOn 11111 Conscitnc8 FROM PAGE 11 Behind most sueoossful ath-letes, there is a supportive family 
high goals we set this year," Davis 
said "Onlynextyearwe willknow 
what it takes to win." 
I ~ <> Fr..iom af Rlligiilus Expression · 
j i) Affirning the Warth & Dignity of Each Human Being 
I P Rteognizing the IDtlnliplndlnt Wllll of Al Exist111e1 needs to be more consistent. and Davis is no different. He looks Davis hopes to be drafted and 
have a successful career in the 
NBA "I would love to play with 
those guys," Davis said "I would 
really like to play with Jordan." 
i . 
! . IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO SHARE IN THIS FRIENDLY ANO SUPPORTIVE PATH 
J TD Si'IRITUAL GROWTH, JOIN US ON SUNDAY MORNINGS: 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
i 
l j 
~ 
Fint U1ibrY1 ~ U1iYmity U1itlria1 
C..cfl •f Ort.• v U1innllilt SMiety 
Wonhip 9:15 & 11:00 . 10:00 a.m. S.ftai 
Rlligious Education 10:00 Tririty Pnpetory ACldtmy 
1816 Eut Rollinatn St. · A1om1 A- 0-w.., 
Ort.ido Hll & TUSClwla Ro.ls) 
407/896-3821 Thi Uwal Faitlt 4071878-3345 
DR. MONICA PETITH 
Licensed Psychologi.st & Psychoanalyst 
with over twenty years experience 
HELPING MEN &WOMEN 
IMPROVE 'fHEIR MOST 
IMPORTANT RfilATIONSlllPS 
ANALYTIC ASSOCIATES 
1850 Lee Road, Wint.er Park 
lie PY0004771 7 40-8080 
Dean has nothing but aero- · as his mother as hisinspiratioo in 
lades for Davis. "Davis is the best life. "She was always positive with 
ail-around,mostoonsistentplayer everything fve done," Davis said 
we have," Dean said "He does "She worked all the time to sup-
mosteverythingwell,butheneeds port ine and my older brother." 
to improve his defense. He has a In the future, Davis sees only 
bright future with us and will be sunshineforhirnself and the team. 
among the all-time leading scor- "Next year, we will set the same 
Davis is prepared for the 
future, as he hopes to work his 
way up the hotel chain and run 
his own hotel. 
Writers Wanted 
Weare blkiiig for 
slldetlls ii llenesled in 
slapai19ther~ 
skis in al areas: 
Al sbch iswelcoina. 
Cal 8236E7 forb-
fa-iilon1EliorL 
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Tampa Bay visits 
Pittsburgh, tie 3-3 
Jenny Duncanson 
SOUND OF LIGHTNING 
ThedefendingStanleyCup the strong play of the first-
Champion Pittsburgh Pen- year Lightning: "They played 
guins battled the Tampa Bay a better game than an expan-
Lightning for only the second sion team might be expected." 
time this season. The first Sixty-three games later the 
time the two teams met was novelty of being an expansion 
in November. The Lightning team has worn off, but Light-
jumped out to an early lead, ning players are still seem-
but the Penguit).s squeaked ingly content with signs ofim-
out a 5-4 victory in Tampa. provement. They were happy 
In Pittsburgh ~~~~~~~~ to tie the Patrick 
Saturdaynight, the Division leaders. 
story was only "You have to "Anytime you 
slightly different. b 1 come away with 
The Lightning kept e pi eased a tie when your 
pace with Pitts- (with a tie)." playing the 
burgh and the con- Stanley Cup 
t.est ended tied 3-3. Champions, you 
This time the ·Brian Bradley have to be 
early advantage LIGHTNING WING pleased, " said 
went to the Pen- Brian Bradley. 
guins, but they 
never led by more than one. 
,:= ~r:ti::~: ~~r:: ~nJ~ry~:~::~9r:rn~6.~l;::!~:sar.n~ti~~~1~ilfb~\tim~:~::_·;mfi~t:t~~ti:KB19fi1~i=j::~mi~a::;: ,,;:s:::1e\1,:,~a:s:~~r~=::;~r:'!ima11'-
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i) 
The Lightning tied the game 
in the final period with a goal 
from Rob Zamuner. There was 
no scoring in overtime. The tie 
ends Tampa's five-game los-
ing streak. Tampa Bay (19-
40-5) remains at the bottom 
Following last 
night's game with the Montreal 
Canadians, the Lightning will re-
main at the Expo Hall for a Tues-
day game with the WinnepegJets 
and then travel north to Canada 
for a contest with the Maple Leafs 
in Toront.o. 
·;~:=::se:=r•····•=:r:::1~~=:=····::::~::::~-:!i~l~':~1 
.· :~l~Nµ.a :=:::::1~:¥:~t~t;i~tr}l:~·i_<?t~~e. =;: : :k.(~q9_,~.·.'. :.:_:::.:.=_,:~.:>::·.:;./-~' ·:.; ':·· ·=:;,--. :.:=. :·:.=.·.;='~Pfi'~~!Hg:p~:ma.f~ti~~iiWttb/ · + 
::·'~~!ti~t~ ~~f ~~e.~ .:~ig~~:~~:pt =\\'.ff:\'.~L~i~r:~~n:m.~L~ee.t~mueff iia~< '. ·,; -~ . ¢.o.mtilnett:::serif:~rQ.MUPaw+·:·: ::.:=~:!:::::~!~?1~::::::~~~~~u::~r~?~~: :;.·:,_~~~aJ?. r~oo=W~~~1~s::t¥ i{i*~·:::_-~:}'~,=i=:=r:~~::=Yi.~~~~'''~:::~a,p.~:::t,~~==; 
of the Norris Division. 
Following the November 
game, Penguins' players 
praised the first-year Light-
ning. Mario Lemieux noted 
BASEBALL 
FROM PAGE 12 
Knights. FSU is a young team 
with 19 new players. Their re-
cruitingclass wasrankednumber 
one in the countcy. 
FSU is lead by first baseman/ 
designated hitter Doug 
Mientkiewicz. He hit safely in the 
first nine games and is on a .481 
tear. He leads orisclose to the lead 
in almost every offensive category 
for the Seminoles. 
Leadingthewayin pit.chingfor 
the Seminoles is Paul Wilson. He -
haswoneverygamehehasst.arted 
Wilson is 3-0 and has a 1.96 ERA. 
He has also thrown 13 strikeouts, 
while issuing only six walks. 
WOMEN 
FROM PAGE 12 
bounds. Junior guard Tricia 
Duncan was the only other 
player to hit the double digits, 
adding 11 baskets and two re-
bounds. 
The Lady Knights (4-23, 3-9) 
are ranked seventh in the TAAC 
tournament to be held at Florida 
International University in Mi-
ami this weekend. The women 
will face Georgia Stat.e (10-15, 
7-5) tonight in the first round. 
UCF(64) 
BriBCOe 6-144-6 16, Batz 5-9 0-0 10, Gibson 4-10 0-
0 10,Duncan4-120.{) 8,Johnson3-60.{) 6,Frazier 
l· 11 2-4 4, Totals 23-63 6-11 64. 
College of Charleston (52) 
Duke 4-4 3-5 11, Seel 3-19 2-4 9, Allen 4-12 0-2 8, 
Redick3-7 0-0 8, Currin 3-151-2 7, Hogue 3-4 0-1 
6, Grunak:y 1-2 0-0 3, Totals 21-69 6-14 52. 
Halftime- Cbarleatron 28, UCF 19. 3points1hot11-
UCF-Gibson 2-6, Duncan 0-1, Tsinnie 0-1, Charles-
ton- Grunak:y 1-2, Redick 2-6, William• 0-1, Seel 1-
11. Rebounds- UCF 45 (Frazier, Johnson 8), 
Charleston 50(Currin16).Auista- UCF-8(G1bson 
5), Charleston 10 (Allen 2). 
Tampa Bay will remain 
across the border on March 13 
to play Winnepeg again and 
then return to home ice for a 
battle with the Hartford Whal-
ers on March 16. 
=:,· ~Aµtn~~§:t~f([~tl - Mitlwe~t: · .=· :_orntm~:ftusttailmfbl .tntteatllet= ·:=-watdrtoran:'antireFmP.htliViif.:., j~J~~;~·f Qn~g·~~~' :;:c~4~=~~~~r~:~,i~,::~~;1:: 
Bri~ yoa bike to tbe 
6111 Jl'INllS O)Obile repar service -
Every Wect)esday • 9 -2 pn>, aaoss frOO) tt,e Wald Pizza-UCF caropus 
OUTLET 
Bring Friends .. . 
Roommates .. . 
and Money!!! 
Belz Factory 
Qutlet World 
Mall2 
363-4670 
10% student discount on regular ·merchandise with UCF ID 
PACKAGE INCLUDES Air from Miami • 
Hotel • Transfers • S13Departurelax • 
S10 Security Fee • Free Beacl") Parties 
.,,..~---------------· eeteNIAL 
FLEA 
11500 E. COLONIAL DR. (E. HWY 50) 
(WEST OF ALAFA YA TRAIL) 
ORLANDO 
NOW OPEN FRI. NOON - 8 PM 
SAT & SUN 8 AM - 5 PM 
G A R A G E S _A L E R S,,-
SPECIAL 
$ 2.00 
ON FRIDAYS 
550 PAVED & COVE.RED SPACES 
( 407) 380-8888 OR ( 407) 679-8705 
NORB KOLB, lVIGR. 
·~-~--~------------J• 
We buy used cars 
'Botivac & 5011.j 
·~· 
AUTOMOTIVE OPTIONS, INC. 
WORLDWIDE EXPORT 
Jam es B. King 
Senior Salesman 
9809 East Colonial Dr. 
Orlando, FL 32817 
Tel: ( 407) 282-2442 
"Se habla Espanol" 
( 
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. UCF takes on the Royals 
Staff Report 
Every person who plays or watches 
baseball dreams of playing in the major 
leagues. The UCF Diamond Knights get 
a taste of the show this afternoon when 
they take on the Kansas City Royals at 
Baseball City. 
Last year the event raised $11,000 for 
UCF athletics and this year the team hopes 
to do better. The game will be the second 
year the Rnyals beat the Knights 5-0, but 
theexperiencecountedmorethan the soore. 
Last year's starting pitcher, Anthony 
Laszaic, struck out Kevin McReynolds, 
George Brett and Mike McFarlane. Chad 
Mottola went 3-4 with three singles during 
the game. 
• time the two teams have matched up. last 
Tickets are still available and cost $8 for 
box seats, $7 .50 forreserved seats, $6.50for 
the concourse and $4.50 for general admis--
sion. For more information call (813) 424-
7124. 
fRlfNOS OON'T lH fRlfNOS ORIVf ORUNK 
Running Knights ,count on Davis 
by Alan Byrd 
STAFF REPORTER 
Tavares, I would play every day." carry the team. Sometimes I tiyt.o 
do t.omuch and I force my shots. If 
I let the game come t.o me, it works 
out better." 
Davis hails from Tavares, a 
town up the road. Most people 
To watch Darryl Davis play would not think of it as a basket-
-:;;;:==================" basketball is ahnost poetry in ball town, but several champion-
., I Catch The Action J.P'ith Our motion. Whether he is driving for ship teams have come form there. 
Student Special alay-uporpullingupfora 12-foot The players Davis played with 
Efficiencies, 1, 2, & 3 Bedrooms• Private Entrance• Patio/Porches o Tennis jump shot, his natural ability for have provided him inspiration. 
As armchair quarterbacks, 
most of us never know the feeling 
of scoring the winning run, catch-
ingthe t.ouchdown pass orsooring 
the final basket in a close game. 
'IliehighlightoIDavis' careercame 
lastyearinagameversusGeorgia 
State. He drove to the basket and 
threw a reverse lay-up into the 
basket to win the game by one. "I 
wouldliket.osay lfeltasifl was on 
the top of the world," Davis said, 
"but I really can't because basket-
ball is only one phase of life." 
• 
• 
.. 
• 
" 
• 
• 
• 
Courts • Club House • Sparkling Pool! the game emanates from the floor. 'There were a lot of people say-
In his two years as a starting ing I wasn't going anywhere," 
ltJI ~~~~~:~!~~~R;~~br ~[;.§!~ ~~~~:E 
Mon. - Fri. 9 to 6, Sat. 9 to 4, Sun. 12 to 4 
QC COMPUTER 
aka SHAREWARE-TO-GO OF ORLANDO 
DISCOUNTED COMPUTER BOOKS, ACCESSORIES, 
PRINTER RIBBONS, CABLES, ETC. 
DISCOUNTED SOFfW ARES, AS LOW AS 1.1..22. 
EXTRA DISCOUNTS TO STUDENTS & FACULTIES 
TEL: 679-3551 
2721 N. FORSYTH ROAD, WINTER PARK 
"I chose UCF over schools such centage (47 percent with players 
as Rollins, Stetson and Georgia shootingover lOthree-pointshots), 
Southembecauselthoughtloould third on rebounds per game (5.5 
come here and oontribute," Davis rpg) and steals (25) and is second 
said. "Plus I liked (UCF He~d in assist.s (3.5 per game). He also 
Coach Joe) Dean and it was close carries a2. 7 GPA and is majoring 
to home." in hospitality management and 
Basket.ball has been a part of minoring in business. 
Davis' life for as long as he can Basketballisastateofmindfor 
1 remember. "fvebeenp~yingsince Davis. "It's amental thing," Davis 
. I was six or seven, I can't quite said. "If I feel comfortable, I can 
remember," Davis said. "In come out, shoot the ball well and 
While Davis is obviously one of 
the better players t.o oome the 
Knight.s way, both he and De.an 
feel as if there are things to im-
proveupon.Davisbelievesheneeds 
t.o~proveonhis ball handling and 
hisjwnp shot.s. Also, he thinks he 
DA VIS continued page 9 
PEE.R 
COUNSELING 
TEAM 
The Central Florida Future is seeking students interested in 
earning money while gaining practical experience in the 
area of advertising sales. These positions are open t.o any UCF 
student. Please cont.act Tisha Valery at (407) 823-2601 or st.op by 
the CFF Business Office on Libra Drive. · 
DON'T MISS THE OPPORTUNITY , 
OF A LIFETIME!! 
APPLICATIONS NOW AVAILABLE 
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS 
* 2.0 OVERALL GPA 
* 12 SEMESTER HOURS . 
AT UCF BY SPRING '93 
* AVAILABLE FOR TRAINING 
THIS SUMMER 
* ONE SEMESTER UCF 
RESIDENCY 
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE 
COUNSELING & TESTING 
'4 
AJJDL Y NOW !!!! 
DEADLINE MADClf 26Tlf 
. ANY 01!E0TION0 CALL 
823-2811 COMING SOON TO A THEATRE NEAR YOU • 
• 
The Central Florida Future Sports 
Stetson slams UCF in finale 
March 4. 1993 1 2 
Women ready 
for TAAC tomney by Alan Byrd STAFF REPORTER 
For the second time in three games a UCF men's 
basketball player tied the school's single ~ame scor-
ing record in Division I play. Still, Victor Saxton's 
career-high and record-tying 36 points could not 
lead the Knights to victory, as they fell to the Stetson . 
Hatters 95-82 Tuesday night in the UCF Arena. 
"I really don't know what was gobg for me 
tonight," Saxton said. "I just wanted to win. I wish 
I could have played better defense." 
In the first half, UCF played the Hatters close. 
Stetson took early leads offive and six points. Each 
time, the Knights battled back to tie the game and 
finally took a one-point lead. 
. Onre again though, the Hatters gained their rompo-
sure and pulled out to an eight-point advan~. After 
three quick baskets by Saxton to end the half, the Knights 
went to the loclcer room trailing by one point, 40-39. 
The Hatters' charge was fired off in the first half with 
a t.echnical foul on UCF Head Coach Joe Dean. Dean 
prot.estedacall on Running Knights' rent.er James Walker. 
Stet.son guard Bryant Conner and WaJker slammed 
into each other when Connerwenttothebasket Conner 
madefourfreethrowsinarow, two on the technical foul 
and two on the personal foul, giving the Hatters a five-
. point lead 
After the half, the Hatters had trouble putting 
away the Knights. Six times the Hatters built a four-
point lead in the first seven minutes. The Knights 
Jenni Malone 
STAFF REPORTER 
The UCF women's basketball team broke an 
eight-game losing streak and won their first road 
contest of the season in a Trans America Athletic 
Conference match-up with the College of Charles-
ton Thursday. The Lady Knights rallied from a 
nine-point halftime deficit. and defeated the Lady 
Cougars for the second time this season, 54-52. 
The Lady Knights looked sluggish in the first 
half and only shot 26 percent. But they hit the 
basket well in the second half, scored 35 points and 
won the game by two. The women were led by Missy 
Briscoe, who sank six for 16 points and three 
reI?ounds. Juniors Debby B_atz and Tara Gibson 
each had 10 points and thre·e steals. 
In their season finale Saturday, the women fell to 
the Georgia State Lady Panthers 80-4 7. The Lady 
Knights were again plagued by a poor shooting perfor-
mance, hitting only sixof33 shots in the first half. Their 
effort was not nearly enough to _stop the Lady Pan-
thers, who had four players in double digits. 
Junior center Debby Batz gave a strong perfor-
mance for the Lady Knights, hitting six of seven 
from the-floor, includirtg a three-pointer. She led 
the team in scoring with 14 and grabbed six re-
Daryl Davis has been a dominate force for 
BASKETBALL continued page 9 the Knight~, see feature page _11. (DeHoog1FuTURE) WOMEN continued page 1 O 
WHAT 1 S ON 'AP( 
THURSDAY Women's Basketball -Trans America Athletic 
Conference 
Tourney @ FIU through Saturday 
Track - Florida Fast Times@ Gainesville 
Baseball - @ Kansas City Royals 
(exhibition) 1:30 p.m. 
FRIDAY Women's Tennis vs. Florida International 
2p.m. 
Men's Tennis vs. James Madison 2 p.m. 
SATURDAY Baseball @ I..SU 2 p.m. 
SUNDAY Baseball @ I..SU 2 p.m. 
Men's Tennis vs. Appalachian State 12 p.m. 
Women's Tennis vs. Butler · 
. SPRING BREAK! 
MONDAY 
TUESDAY 
Baseball - UCF Classic through Saturday 
vs. Illinois :-Chicago 7p.m. 
Women's Tennis vs. College of Charleston 
lOam. 
Men's Tennis vs. College of Charleston 10 a.m. 
Golf -UCF/BUDGET Classic through Tuesday 
Baseball vs. Maryland-East.em Shore 7 p.m. 
Women's Tennis vs. Virginia Tech 11 a.m. 
Men's Tennis vs. Butler 2 p.m. 
WEDNESDAY Base~ vs. Butler 1 p.m., vs. Florida State 
7:30p.m. 
THURSDAY Baseball vs. Illinois-Chicago 7p.m. 
FRIDAY Baseball vs. Butler 7 p.m. 
Golf- Pepsi/USF Invitational through Saturday 
SATURDAY Baseball vs. Maryland-East.em Shore 7 p.m. 
Track -SUNO Relays@ New Orleans 
F AMU Relays@ Tallahassee 
BACK TO SCHOOL 
MONDAY Men's Tennis vs. Lehigh 2 p.m. 
UCF Baseball Classic set for break 
Staff Report 
· Spring Break offers students a time for 
fun in the sun at the UCF Baseball Complex. 
The UCF Spring Classic goes on during break 
week. Butler, Maryland-Eastern Shore and 
Illinois-Chicago take on the Diamond Knights 
in the tournament. Wednesday, the Knights 
. travel to Daytona Beach to face the lOth-
ranked Florida State Seminoles. 
The Illinois:-Chicago Flames played a 
three-game series against Wichita State to 
open their season. Wichita State swept the 
Flames. The Flames' entire infield returns 
from last year and they broke the school 
record for fielding percentage. 
The Flames' pitching staff is led by John 
_Wesley. He pitched his way to a 1.54 ERA 
last season, ranking him seventh in the nae 
NO HURDLE TOO HIGH 
tion. They are also deep in catching. Starting 
catcher John Pyle beat out second team all-
conference Tracy Reda for the job. 
The Butler Bulldogs will see their first action • 
of the year in the classic. The Bulldogs are a 
young team, but were ranked in the top 40 in 
recruiting. 
They are led by junior first baseman/desig- e1 
nated hitter Brent Berglund. Two years ago he 
became the first Butler player to lead the confer-
ence in hitting with a .392 average. Last season 
his average dropped to a respectable .324. 
The Maryland-Eastern Shore Fighting Hawks 
have only played one game, and lost. They are , 
led in both hitting and pitching by Joe Scott. He 
has a 2.33 ERA and is hitting .500. 
The Seminoles will not be an easy task for the 
BASEBALL contir1ued page 1 O 
The UCF track team has gotten off on the right foot under new Head Coach 
Doug Loftus (on right). For results, see page 10. <D•Hoog1FuruRE) 
- JENNY AND TRACE SPAR OVER SWIM SUITS-pBge'V : 
c 
• 
• 
• 
t 
HATED IT! 
ANTOINE FROM 'IN LIVING COLOR' 
STRUTS HIS STUFF IN ORLANDO 
W hen watching David Alan Grier portray Antoine Meniwether. the flamboyantly gay 
host of "Men on Film" on Fox's "In Living 
Color, " it is hard to imagine that this is the same man 
who was performing Shakespeare at the Yale School 
of Drama a decade ago. Strange as it may seem. the 
man most people probably know better as the dry-
witted blues singer Calhoun Tubbs or the somewhat 
insane high school hall-monitor Mr. Mackerfee at one 
time played the part of Richard Ill. 
"Originally, yeah, I thought I was only going to 
do tragedies or something, but then your param-
eters kind of expand once you realize you' re going 
to be broke and starving for the rest of your life," 
Grier said recently from his home in Los Angeles. 
After graduating from Yale, Grier went on to 
play numerous parts on Broadway. He eventually 
wound up in television and in movies such as, "I'm 
GonnaGitYouSucka," "Boomerang" and "Loose 
Cannons." 
Then, in 1990, Grier signed on as a cast mem-
ber of "In Living Color," which gave him an oppor-
tunity not only to act, but to create and develop 
characters as well. 
"lit was] originally presented as an option, not 
a necessity. That's not really my forte; I didn't 
come there with a million characters. They just 
kind of came around organically - just around, 
you pick up something funny, and you kind of know 
whether or not to pursue it, " Grier explained. 
Grier plays some of the most popular recurrent 
characters on "In Living Color." most notably 
Antoine Merriwether in the "Men On ... " sketches. 
When the show was first beginning production, 
the sketch was going to feature Damon and Keenan 
Ivory Wayons as the two hosts. but Grier and 
Damon Wayons seemed to work together the 
best. Naturally. their portrayal of gay men in pink 
polyester jumpsuits ogling over football players' 
"tight ends" has managed to cause a bit of 
controversy. _ 
"Most people really like it, but there was a 
statement by the Gay and Lesbian Task Force. like 
an ·official statement.' that it was not politically 
correct," Grier laughed. 
In the last few years, Grier has added yet 
another dimension to his career: stanq-up com-
edy. During breaks from taping "In Living Color," 
Grier hits the road with his stand-up act. 
"I talk about the same thing everyone else does 
- sex. politics. your girlfriend, your wife, your 
best friend, your hometown. You know, everyone 
talks abo· !t 'the same thing, but I think it's their 
point of view that's different. Hopefully, I have a 
unique and different point of view." Orier said. 
• dave bauer 
central florida future 
David Alan Grier will be performing his stand-up 
act on Friday and Saturday at The Comedy Zone 
on International Drive. 
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SHAMROCK 
BEVERAGE 
Beer, Wine, Liquor, 
Mixers, Cigarettes and Kegs 
Busch 
& 
Busch Light 
9 9 Specials Good Thru 3/27 /93 
suitcase 
Copenhagen (roll) $2.50 
Located RIGHT ACROSS 
FROM UCF in between 12223 University Blvd. 
Kinko's and 82 UCFCreditUnion 3~9370 
$REWARD$ 
We reward outstanding te~ema;keti~g 
performance. Super part-tune JOb with 
full-time pay. Day or evening shifts 
available. 
• Set up appointments for our 
outside sales representatives in 
our Orlando Sales Office. 
• Guaranteed base salary, high 
commission, and lucrative bonuses-
earnings between $15 and $20 
per hour. 
If y~u have a clear speaking voice, 
professional a{?pearance, and lots of 
enthusiasm ca-Zl today for an interview: 
407-682-3600 
American Frozen Foods, Inc. 
9 Live Classes with experienced instructors 
0 Hundreds of hours of Audio review Available. 
7 days a week • Evenings too! 
0 No Nonsense Guarantee 
0 Industry Leader - 53 years of experience· and 
2 million graduates prove we've got the 
expertise and resources it takes to help students 
succeed 
KAPLAN 
THE ANSWER TO THE TEST QUESTION 
273-7111 
t,;\~rM GETTING 
DOD[D DRAIDIES~1ANID A 
IREAT RESUME~" 
I* I 
~ 
"I'm still just a sophomore, but when I 
graduate I'm going to have more than a 
dcarcc.Thanks to UPS I'm ooinCJ to have 
c.: grt..::lt iUOt\ll~CJ I CSU!"°;1t..:, too. 
"Fortune magazine rated UPS one 
of the 'most admired' corporations in 
America . And I work there. I make 
almost $10,000 a year for work1ngabout 
4 l1ours a day. I'm 8vcn being con- · 
sidered for a promotion. Wouldn't that 
look great on my resume: 'Part-time 
Supervisor, UPS.' I get my choice of 
·working mornings, afternoons, or 
nights. I chose to work in Operations. 
Some students are in Accounting. 
Industrial Engineering, 1.S. and Cus-
tomer Service. 
"It's tough to graduate at the head of 
the class. But if you want to graduate 
ahead in the JOb market. just have UPS 
at the top of your resume." 
Applicants are being considered 
for your local UPS office. For 
interviews or more information about 
UPS-, see your school's career 
development or job placement 
center. UPS is an equal opportunity 
employer . 
M/F 
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Arrested Development: one good Grammy 
Chalk up another disappointing yearfor Grammynominations. Much of the year's 
theGrammyawards. Lastweek'stelecast best music is pigeon-holed into altema-
tumed out to be the regular exercise in tive or secondary categories. avoiding 
praising older stars. shutting out newer the larger. more prestigious, possibili-
ones and keeping the most deserving ties. It's almost as if the academy is 
wimers buried in lesser categories. saying. "See, we noticed." without re-
Eric Clapton was the big winner this ally shaking things up too much. 
year for his MTV-derived "Unplugged" Not to berate the academy too much 
album. Clapton, who picked up six of a (although they probably deserve it), but 
possible nine awards, rode in on a wave they did hit the nail on the head a few 
ofguiltandnostalgia. Having been shown times. The producer of the year award 
little respect by the music industry over was a tie between Brian Eno/Daniel 
the years. this over-flowing award night Lanois and LA Reid/Babyface. This tie 
amounted to little more than making was a good way' of paying respect to 
up for past indiscretions, some- f:Wiifi:pr~ both sides of the production spec-
thing which the recording acad- ,, .... M~;:::''.,.,:~~;,,,,~~:~;{],,,~ trum. rock/ alternative and r&b. emj~~::: ~s~~r. the major <t!}Jll ) Gra~!:~~~:=yn:~trti: 
winners were songs or artists ·«~Jg ,,,~;;:,:~,.,. ~lL.:::-Arrested Development. Too of-
that are old! Look at Natalie ~. ·~,~~@?' • -&.ten in the past, this .title has gone 
Cole's sweep with "Unforgettable." This · to one-hit wonders ... anyone remember 
time we get Clapton. who's album is Milli Vanilli or Christopher Cross? Even 
verygood, butisitthebest?Theanswer last year's award went to Marc Cohen. 
is probably no. but Clapton's name is who came out with a good debut album, ~ 
• easily recognizable to the voting mem- . but little else. Judging from past trends. 
bers· of the academy. it would have been very easy to give this 
The average age of the voting mem- award to Billy Ray Cyrus or Kriss Kross, 
bers is something like pS. Is it any neither of which deserved to win. 
wonder why artists like Pean Jam and Also worth noting is k.d. lang. snag-
Arrested Development couldn't get a ging the pop female vocal award. It was 
• . major award? "Tennessee," and "Jer- nice to see a talented songstress get 
emy, " were limited to rap and hard-rock -recognized,. not for political or sexual 
categories when they should have been views. but rather for her music. 
in the running for song/ record of the The only way to make the Grammies -
year. a more accurate picture of the music 
That slides into another poor trend for world is to get the older voting members 
out. This age gap in voting keeps the 
older musicians on top and the newer 
ones struggling to get major awards. 
Look at "Layla n winning best rock 
songr "Layla" is about 20 years old: it 
·shouldn't even be eligible! Where was 
(~/emQ 
Pearl Jam or U2 or Soundgard~n or 
The Red Hot Chili Peppers or ... well, 
you get the picture. 
• david j shoulberg 
staff writer 
Things to do with beer besides just drinking it 
• Beerball - A simple game that combines two of 
America's favori!e pasttimes: softball and beerd~nking. But 
in this one. JQU really combine tl;em into an on-field activity. 
The rules are simple - two teams play slow-pitch 
softball. but the wrinkle is that the beer is part of the game 
rather than a between-inning or post-game actMty. 
" A cooler of beer sits near each infield base. When a 
rumergetsonfirst. heorshemustdnnka beerthere before 
moving to second. Once at second. a beer is to be drunk 
1 before advancing to third, likewisefrvm third to home plate. 
Thisgameusuallyonlylastsaboutfourorfiveimingsand 
it really kills two. birds with one "stoned. " 
• Beer-tasting party - People gather together. 
with each person bringing a different kind of beer. The 
host provides. tbe ~lasses an~ sevet'?I pitchers. Then 
the fun begins. 
The host take$ the beer oi.Jt of sight. oombining the 
different brands in pitchers, noting what combination is 
being made. Those gathered each have a glass and then 
rate what had just been drunk on categories such as taste. 
smoothness and body. Oncetl)ebeerhas been rated, they 
are told what the mixture was. 
This is a great way to come up with delicious combina-
tions of cheap and expensive beer and lends class to the 
ultimate blue-collar activity, beer drinking. 
•Collect BeerCans-Notonlydoesthishobbyhave 
collectors as enthusiastic as those who collect stamps. 
baseball cards or coins. it !s pemapsa better representation 
of American history than just about any other hol:by. 
The history of beer in America is a vast one. and beer· 
can collections show the vast number of breweries that 
have existed in our nation. along with how specific areas are 
· reflected in the cais manufactured in that region. 
If you need proof of how interesting this hobby can be. 
take a drive sometime up to Jacksonville and stop in Jim 
Brinkman's bar C"Brinkman's." of course), located on 
Beach Boulevard just south of Emerson Road. The walls of 
this small, neighborhood tavemareliriedtoptobottom with 
beer cans from all areas and ages. 
• biH cushing 
editor in chief 
'Falling Down:' Douglas does a great film at an appropriate time 
The reN drcma. "Falling Dovvn," star-
ring Michael Douglas and Robert Duvall. is 
just the type of film that needs to be 
released OON. 
Its plot deals with the emotional outburst 
of a man against society, but it can also be 
seen as everyone's dream come true.· 
Michael Douglas ("Basic Instinct") 
plays a man known only as D-FENS. the 
name on his license plate. One morning, 
while stuck in traffic, he suffers a small 
nervous breakdown. As a result. he 
leaves his car and begins to walk home 
for his little girf' s birthday. 
Although he looks like a typical geek. D-
FENS soon gives the viewer the impres-
sion that he is crazy. On his walk home, it 
seems that evef)QOO is out to stop him. 
Because of this. he fights for his right as a 
hl.lllan being. He grappled wiih a street 
gang so he can walk freely in theirtenitory. 
He holds up a fast food restaurant to get 
some breakfast and he smashes up a 
Korean run convenience store because 
the prices are too high. 
Buttheoddthingis, hedoesnotthinkhe 
Michael Douglas, as the· character D-FENS, goes over the edge and 
takes a path of self-destruction in "Falling Down." (courtesy/warner bros.) 
is doingarrythingwrong. He simply believes 
that everyone has the ng,t to live a demo-
cratic life, and no one should be denied this 
right no matter what the reason. 
On the other end of the spectrum is 
Sergeant Prendergast. Robert Duvall 
C"Days of Thunder"), a cop on his last day 
before retirement He feels challenged by 
his peers, and because of this, he thinks he 
can crack one last case before the day's 
end. That case is D-FENS. 
There is one thing about this film 
that shines. and that is Michael Dou-
glas' character. He comes off some-
what serious. but the overall effect of 
him and his actions is humor. This is 
primarily because most people dream 
of rampaging against society. and by 
seeing Douglas kick society's ass on 
screen, a dream is being lived. 
\A/hen Douglas holds up a fast food 
restaurant just so he will be served break-
fast three minutes after the breakfast serv-
ing time has stopped. you will be in tears 
with laughter, mainly because we have all 
experienced such a thing. 
Director Joel Schumacher, who made 
"Fla~iners" and the awful "Dying Young." 
still has to prove that he can make a superior 
film. "Falling DoWl" is his best effort so far, 
though there are a couple of loose ends. 
But that is all ignored in this well-made. ]€t 
camfJY. twist on Martin Scorrese's "Taxi 
Driver." 
• eyal goldshmid 
central florida future 
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One of the largest 2 & 3 bedroom 
apartments in East Orlando. 
Call us about our move-in sp~cials 
FOR STUDENTS ONLY 
( 407) 365-8388 
• Windows in Every Kitchen •Sand Volleyball 
• Screened Patio • Basketball 
• 3 Swimming Pool~ 
•Tennis . 
• Racq~etball 
• Free Basic Cable Service 
•Washer/ Dryer Available-
• Shuttle Buses Available 
From University Boulevard, 
head north on Alafaya Trail 
to Alafaya Woods Boulevard. 
Turn right and we are just 
ahead on the left. 
Alafaya Woods Blvd. 
University Blvd. 
• 
COMING SOON TO A TH&\TR~ N&\R YOU 
The 
Luck 
JIA~lllf of the-
rb6Jubr1 LSAT 
Attend our Free Seminar on 
LAW SCHOOL ADMISSIONS 
on 
Thursday, March 4, 1993 
7:00· pm 
Holiday Inn UCF, 12125 High Tech Ave 
Topics discussed by Top Professional Speakers will include: 
When and where to apply; admission criteria of top programs; how Lo 
make your letters of recommendation count; what schools look for in your 
personal statement; how to explain bad grades and how to be ready for the LSAT ex<1m. 
©wubr1 
CALL US AT 1-800-777-EXAM 
TO RESERVE YOUR SEAT 
NOW WITH TWO 
HAPPY HOURS 
Monday - Friday 
4-7 PM 
WI.NGS 
New Late Night 
Happy Hour 
Every Night 
11 PM to Close 
Watch all the Magic Games Here on a Big Screen and 5 Monitors. 
DEAN ANO UNIVERSITY 677-1004 
What they gave wasn't money. 
It was time. 
They volunteered their skills to people who needed help doing 
their taxes. And it made them feel great. 
They weren't necessarily accountants. They were people, like you 
and your club or group members, who have a basic aptitude for math 
and a desire to help others . 
You know, you can make someone's tax season less taxing. 
And you'll be amazed by the return you'll get from helping people 
with what taxes them. 
To find out about the free IRS training program that will teach you 
and your organization the ins r-J ~ 
and outs of preparing taxes, A Public Service of ' 1 ~ 
call 1-8~-4 24-1040 now. This Pubfication & • .._. ..... 
Iver (iet A Pol 
-Smashed! 
- .. 
J, 
' 
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